LESS PAIN.

FREEDOM FROM CHRONIC PAIN
STIMWAVE TECHNOLOGIES
1310 PARK CENTRAL BOULEVARD SOUTH
POMPANO BEACH, FLORIDA 33064

MORE LIVING.
FREEDOM STIMULATORS
Stimwave offers two types of
neurostimulator devices. Both the
Peripheral Nerve Stimulator (PNS)
and Spinal Cord Stimulator (SCS)
relieve pain by sending electrical
stimulation to specific nerve
locations where the pain is present
and then blocks those pain signals
from reaching the brain. The PNS
System treats chronic intractable
pain by targeting individual nerves
throughout your body, while
the SCS System is used to treat
chronic intractable pain typically
associated with your back and legs.

CONTACT US TODAY!

800-965-5134
stimwavefreedom.com
Full Body MRI-Conditional. Use under specific product and
conditions for both 1.5T and 3T MRI scans. Refer to product
labeling for complete list of conditions. Indications for Use. The
Freedom Stimulator System is intended as the sole mitigating
agent, or as an adjunct to other modes of therapy used in a
multidisciplinary approach for chronic, intractable pain of the
trunk and/or lower limbs, including unilateral or bilateral pain.
The Freedom Stimulators are contraindicated for patients who
are unable to operate the Freedom Stimulator System, are poor
surgical risks, are pregnant, have an occupational exposure
to high non-ionizing radiation, are implanted with a cardiac
system, or diathermy. Refer to the Instructions for Use provided
with the Freedom Stimulator System or Stimwavefreedom.com
for potential adverse effects, warnings, and precautions prior
to using this product. Rx Only. Caution: Federal law (USA)
restricts these devices to sale by or on the order of a physician.
Wireless Pain Relief® is a registered trademark of Stimwave.

PICTURE FREEDOM
FROM CHRONIC PAIN
PNS | SCS

FREEDOM FROM CHRONIC PAIN
30-01077-1

STIMWAVEFREEDOM.COM

IS STIMWAVE
RIGHT FOR YOU?

NECK

NEXT STEPS FOR FREEDOM
FROM CHRONIC PAIN

SHOULDER

FREEDOM STIMULATORS OFFER:

+ FDA cleared systems for
chronic intractable pain

BACK

+ Full body, targeted pain relief

ARM/
WRIST

+ A non-drug therapy option
+ Minimally-invasive technology
+ Out-patient procedure
+ Reduced risk of complications
+ No battery implanted
inside of your body

FULL BODY
PAIN RELIEF™

LEG

FOOT

COLLECTIVELY, WE WORK TOGETHER.
PATIENTS, PHYSICIANS & STIMWAVE.

800-965-5134
+
PHYSICIANS

YOU ARE IN CONTROL OF
YOUR CHRONIC PAIN RELIEF!
The patient programmer allows you
to personalize your therapy.

STIMWAVE PROVIDES THE
FREEDOM TO RETURN TO LIFE!

+ Systems that are full-body
3T and 1.5T MRI Conditional

+

YOU DECIDE IF STIMWAVE
IS RIGHT FOR YOU during your
trial period before the device is
permanently placed. The goal is to
reduce your pain and improve your
overall quality of life.

KNEE

+ External power transmitter
eliminates sitting while charging

PATIENTS

MEET WITH YOUR PHYSICIAN
to determine if you are a candidate
for a freedom stimulator.

STIMWAVEFREEDOM.COM

